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Our Mission with Children  
“Providing children who are poor, orphaned, or neglected with the experience 

of being loved, cared for and nurtured with the knowledge of God’s promises for 
them” 

 

 

Greetings from Stephen Lee – Chairperson 

 
Our website 

www.shepherdsarms.org.nz 

Dear Shepherds Arms Supporter, 
 
Greetings! November saw a number of visitors 
to the home, including Trustee Jason Bucholz 
and his family; another Shepherds Arms Trustee 
Rizsa Albarracin also brought a few visitors a 
few weeks earlier; and there has been a request 
for visits to the home by people from the UK 
and Australia in early 2016. 
 
The impact on visitors from visiting the Home is 
often quite profound.  Nellie and Paul, recent 

http://www.shepherdsarms.org.nz/


 
 Prayer Points: 
 “Do not be anxious about anything, but in 
everything, by prayer and petition, with 
thanksgiving, present your requests to God” 
(Phil 4:6). 
 
Thanksgiving: 

 Increase in sponsors in the last 6 weeks. 

 For all the past and present supporters 
of Shepherds Arms. 

 For the children whom we have had the 
opportunity to bless. 

 For great staff (Gilda, Eva, Victoria, 
Nicanora, Telesforo,) whom God has 
blessed us with. 

 
Prayer Requests: 

 Continued covering over Shepherds 
Arms. 

 Guidance for the trustees in the making 
of decisions. 

 Protection and guidance for all those in 
care of the children.  

 Protection for the children both past 
and current.  

 
Note:  
Shepherds Arms has a Prayer Oversight team 
committed to praying regularly and specifically 
for Shepherds Arms’ protection, guidance, 
blessing, and obedience. This team is comprised 
of Martin Lamb (NZ), Mike Jones (NZ), John 
Booth (NZ), and Chand Sajjad (Pakistan). 

 

visitors to the Home penned their experience 
which they wanted to share with fellow 
Shepherds Arms supporters. This is included in 
the next section of the newsletter. 
 
For Shepherds Arms, these visits are another 
way of ensuring that our work gets known 
beyond our immediate sphere of influence. As a 
consequence, we are considering ways in which 
we can make it easier for visitors to arrange a 
visit to Bohol to visit the Home and ensure their 
experience is a memorable one. 
  
Highlights in November include: 

 Two of our children re-entering (see 
November Gallery Highlights) university 
bringing to four the total number now 
attending university from the Home. 

 Addition of six piglets for self-sustainability. 

 Additional work to progress fencing the 
property where the Home is located to 
improve security. 

 
I always welcome the opportunity to talk with 
anyone interested in being involved or looking 
to support this wonderful ministry. If you want 
to have a chat with me, please contact me via 
the website or just call me on +64 21 833 193. 
 
God Bless You and wishing you a Merry 
Christmas. 
 
Stephen  

 
 

 

A Note from Founder Martin Lamb 
 
I'm sure all of us ask where the year has gone as Christmas is fast 
approaching, signifying a joyous time for some yet for others a 
time when consumer demands can place strain on relationships 
and families 
 
 
 

I remember a small boy in the streets of Cebu telling me his dream was to become a millionaire then 
he and his family would have no more problems, but in truth perceptions often offer a dream that is 
much like a mirage, when you get there it's not what it seemed.  
 
In his advice to mankind, we can read from a seasoned writer who had experienced both hardship 
and comfort, wealth and poverty, and in his conclusion he said contentment in all situations is the 



key to life. Paul had found relationship with his Creator and with people was the true treasure of 
living.  
 
The great lesson I learnt this year, was to value life as a wonderful gift that should not be taken for 
granted and to live everyday with purpose. Remember that we are only here for a short time. My 
wise old grandpa in his dying state left me with a statement I will never forget - "Son, you are never 
too old to learn". The decisions we make now will determine our future and that of others . How 
wonderful it is to be part of the lasting change we see in the children we collectively help.  
 
For those who have partnered with Shepherds Arms this year we applaud you and covet your 
continued help in changing the lives of those less fortunate. Have a blessed Christmas & Remember 
the One who is the True reason for the season we celebrate  
 
Yours in Christ 
 
Martin 
 

 

Reflections of Visitors Paul and Nellie  
 

 
 

Our first time in the Philippines, both Paul and I were excited to meet the little ones and see 
the orphanage first hand. The Philippines are filled with so much natural beauty, and we 
were instantly astounded by the kindness and generosity of the Filipinos. However the 
constant hardship and poverty were hard to ignore and we often saw kids drinking dirty 
water, without clothes or shoes and with mild health problems. It was so wonderful to see the 
kids in the orphanage so happy and healthy! Although we can certainly validate that there 
could be more done for the kid's health and livelihoods, the staff and workers at the 
orphanage spend all resources on improving the lives of the children in their care.  About the 
experience: 
 
Nellie - straight away I wanted to pick up the kids, give them a cuddle and play games. They 
could've played all day! We loved how much the kids wanted to talk to us, play with us and 
hear our stories. We felt so very special! Leaving the orphanage was hard, there was a lot we 
wanted to contribute to the organisation but only had limited time and resources. How hard 
it was to leave the little faces we'd grown to love!  
 
Paul -   On our way over I expected to walk in and experience quite a sombre feeling, however 
this was not at all the case. We quickly discovered that all of these kids are already a million 



times better off than where they came from. This is abundantly clear as you talk to the kids 
and the carers and hear their stories. Stories of children eating dirt if anything at all and they 
were the lucky ones. Whilst Nellie and I contributed the time that we could, the thing that the 
orphanage needs more than anything else is money. The more money that they have the 
more kids lives that they can change in the same manner as those already there.  
 

The orphanage is about to have their very first children graduate from university and this is 
simply incredible. I believe so strongly in education being able to change people's lives and 
these kids never would have this opportunity previously. Furthermore while we were there 
many of the kids took part in advanced science and maths tutoring, all amazing. 
The kids like everyone else have hopes and dreams and incredible skills, thanks to the 
orphanage many of them will be able to achieve these but with more money I just imagine 
the impact that such a wonderful place could have on the entire societies’ future. 

 
November 2015 Gallery Highlights 

 

Enjoying pomelo season ! 
 

Getting ready for Christmas 

 
 

 

 
Our 4 university students  Demetrio, Febee, 

Irish, Cristine

 

The Bucholz family with donation of the piglets 
 

 
  

 
 

 



As Always  … A Big Thank You from our Children …. !! 

 

 


